
Pupil Responses to Student Voice Governor Visit with 
Stephanie Lyall and Sarah Buckton on 5th June 2018 

 
Pioneer only Question: 

 

1. What do you enjoy about your time in “The Pioneers” 

 

 Most children said they liked choosing time 

 Others liked craft, reading, writing, going to the outdoor garden, ribbons on 

sticks, climbing frame 

 Liked having a special person on their birthday 

 Commented on it helping with anger and confidence 

 “everything”! 

 “lots of fun things” 

 Good friends 

 

 

2. Tell us how you and/or your teacher use the balance wheel to assess your 

work. How does this help with your learning? 

 

 All children asked about the balance wheel were very clear about what it was 

and what the colours/numbers meant e.g.  1-3 not confident 4-6 Need another 

go 7-9 Good 

 Used in Maths 

 Teachers log the information on IPad 

 Useful as teacher knows how you feel about the work 

 Tells us when we need more help from the teacher/more practice 

 Can see your own progress 

 Can assess our own work 

 Easy to use 

 Find it useful 

 

 

 

3. What do you think about the daily mile? 

 

 Most children liked the daily mile 

 They all commented on how it was good because it was healthy/get fit/steps 

on the pedometer! 

 Nice time to run around and chat with friends 

 They liked being a bit competitive! 

 Some were not keen  due to being hungry/asthma/some children walk a long 

way to school so it was too much 

 Also perhaps too much exercise if it was PE day too? Also have to do extra 

laps as part of PE 

 

 



4. Is there a time or place in school where you don’t feel safe? 

 

 Most children commented that they felt totally safe at school 

 Some areas/times where they were not included: Fire drill, cars parked on zig 

zag lines (concerns about access for emergency vehicles), bad parking and fast 

cars on Browick Road, jumping off the climbing frame, in the trees, being 

alone, in toilets, walking to school, getting coats if there is no teacher, on the 

field (big area), tripping and falling over. 

 Comment that the gates were closed to keep children safe 

 They feel safe in lessons 

 

 

5. What would you do if you or your friends were being bullied? 

 

 Universally children explained that they would tell and adult/teacher/dinner 

lady/Head teacher 

 Tell the bully to stop or walk away 

 One commented to “fight back” and another “call the police” 

 

 

6. What have you done as part of creative writing this year? What have you 

enjoyed about it? 

 

 Almost all students were EXTREMELY positive about the creative 

writing this year 

 Comments included: use different styles e.g. plays script or poem, 

length is not defined, like the book/covering, can use your imagination, 

Not told what to write (but no swearing!), good for your thinking,  

 Reception liked acting out their story, making their own story and 

drawing a picture! 

 One pupil did not like because he “was not good at writing and didn’t 

know what to write” 

 Most comment related to having freedom to write about whatever they 

wanted and use their imagination  

 They were very keen on this new activity! 

 

 

7. As the Younger Children did not use the assessment wheel we asked them 

about the use of the climbing frame, Gym equipment and outside space 

(Reception) 

 

 Every Tuesday break and lunch we are allowed to use the Climbing frame 

 Wednesday we can use the gym equipment if allowed (Lunch only) 

 It is a fair system across the school 

 Gym use is weather dependant 

 Very fun to plays with planks 

 Can do “tricks” and “jump off” the climbing frame 

 Like using the chalks 

 Like the hill with the tunnel and stepping stones 



 

When asked do you have anything else you want to tell us about the 

school…… 

 

 They LOVE the climbing frame! 

 “Everything” 

 

The children were extremely positive, well behaved and polite and it was a pleasure to 

speak to them to hear their views and opinions 

 

Many thanks to the pupils and the staff for facilitating this meeting 

 

Sarah Buckton 

 

13/06/2018 


